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1. Introduction and description of GFDL coupled
climate models
Coupledocean-atmosphere
modelshavebeenused
extensivelyat GFDL over the pastseveraldecadesfor a
wide variety of climate modelling studies.Theseinclude
pioneering studies of the transientresponseof the climatesystemto increasinggreenhouse
gasconcentrations,
as well as studiesof paleoclimateand internal variability of the coupledocean-atmosphere-land
system.
Continuing in this tradition,therearecurrentlytwo
distinctcoupledocean-atmosphere
climatemodelsin use
at GFDL for researchon global warming and other aspects of climatic sensitivity and variability. The models
differ in resolution by a factor of approximately 2 but
sharesimilar physics. The R30 coupled model, which
has been under developmentfor severalyears, is now
being used for the generationof global warming scenariosand studiesof decadal-to-centennial
climatic variability. This modelhas an atmospherichorizontalresolution of 3.75°longitude and 2.25° latitude,with 14levels in the vertical. It is coupled to an oceanmodelwith
an approximately2° horizontal resolution,a simple current-drift sea-icemodel,anda "bucket" land model.Aux
adjustmentsareincorporatedto reduceclimate drift and
facilitate the simulation of a realistic meanstate.The
atmosphericcomponentof this model has beenstudied
extensively. Analyses of a large ensembleof 40-year
experimentswith prescribedobservedseasurfacetemperatures(SSTs)showa highly realistic responseof the
modelto tropical Pacific SSTvariations,aswell asrealistic representationsof mid-latitude variability. Selected
output from the R30 atmosphericmodel is available at
''http://www.cdc.noaa.gov/gfdl/index.shtmf'.The Rl5
coupledmodelhassimilar physicsbut lower spatialresolution.
Several long control integrations have recently
beenperformed,exceeding1000yearsfor theR30 model
and 12,000 years for the R15 model. A variety of experiments with greenhousegas and sulphate aerosol
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forcings hasalso beenconducted.The principal scientific findings from our r(~centmodelling studiesrelated
to global warming are summarizedbelow.
2. Simulation of the clinlate of the 20th and 21st
centuries
A major recent activity has beenthe use of the
R30 coupled modl~1to s;tudyclimate change over the
20th and 21st centuries.J\ suite of five simulations over
the period 1865-2089ha1;beencompleted,in which the
model is forced with estilmatesof the observedand projected effective greenhousegasconcentrationsand sulphateaerosols.An c~quivalent
CO2concentrationis used
to representchangesin all of the tracegreenhousegases,
and changesin aerosolloading are modelledby altering
the sulface albedo (Mitchell et al., 1995; Haywood et
al., 1997).The runs proceeduntil the late 21st century
with equivalentCO2increasingatthe rateof 1% peryear
after 1990.The ensemblemembersdiffer in their initial
conditions.which aI.etakenfrom widely separatedpoints
in the long control nln. In addition, a suite of six integrationsis currently underwayusing newscenariosproposed by IPCC-2OCIO
(scenariosA2 and82).
Shown in Fig. I (page 20) is the time series of
observedglobal meal' surfacetemperature(thick, black
line), as well as the time seriessimulated from the five
membersof the R30 .~nsemble(variouscoloured lines).
The observedtempc~ratun~
record of the 20th century is
characterizedby an overall warming trend, largely occurring in two distinc:tperiods (1925-1944,and the late
1970sto the present).llie ensemblemembers largely
capture:the amplitude and timing of the 20th century
warming.The simulatedtime seriesform a spreadaround
the observed record, therl~byoffering a perspectiveon
the role of internal v.mability. Since each model starts
from independentinitial conditions,the internalvariability realized in each of thc~ensemblemembersis independent. Closer examination of the time series for the
individual realizations,however,revealsthat one of the
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ensemble members (Experiment 3) appears to track the
observed time seriesquite closely, including the observed
warming of the 1920s and 1930s. Since the members
differ only in their realizations of internal variability,
this suggests that internal variability may have played
an important role in the observed warming of the 1920s
and 1930s.
The equilibrium response of this model to a doubling of greenhouse gas concentrations is 3.4K, approximately in the middle of the 2.1 K to 4.6K range cited in
IPCC (table 6.3, Kattenberg et al., 1995). The agreement
between the model and observed trends suggests that
this level of climate sensitivity cannot be excluded based
upon the observational record.
The geographical distribution of simulated surface
temperature trends has beencompared with the observed
trends for the period 1949-1997 (Knutson et al.,1999).
The simulated and observed trends are consistent in most
regions, taking into account the internal variability of
the trends, as estimated from the model. There are also
several areas which are inconsistent, all of which are
regions where substantial cooling has been observed
(primarily the midlatitude North Pacific, and parts of
the Southwest Pacific and the Northwest Atlantic). These
regional inconsistencies are very likely the result of deficiencies in one or more of the following: I) the prescribed radiative forcing; 2) the simulated response to
this forcing; 3) the simulation of internal climatic vari'ability; and 4) the observed temperature record. Distinguishing between these alternatives is a high priority for
future research.
The observed temperature trends in this same period have also been compared to trends generated by
internal climate variability in the control integration. In
nearly 50% of the areas analysed (where data was
deemed adequate for this purpose), the observed warming trends exceed the 95th percentile of the simulated
distribution of internally generated trends for the same
location. If the model's simulation of internal climate
variability is accurate, these observed trends are very
unlikely to have occurred due to internal dynamics of
the climate system.
Studies have also focused on changes in the largescale extratropical atmospheric circulation under greenhouse warming. Differing responses were found in the
two hemispheres. The SH tropospheric response consists of a summertime poleward shift of the westerly jet,
the storm tracks, and the atmospheric and oceanic mean
meridional overturning. The simulated signal emerges
robustly early in the next century when compared to the
control run. The signal-to-noise ratio, however, is relatively small becausethe signal projects strongly and positively onto the model's Antarctic Oscillation (AAO) pattern. (The AAO and its NH counterpart, the Arctic Os-
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cillaltion (AO), are the principal modes of variability of
the e:xtratropicalzonal-meancirculation.) The positive
sign of the projecltionis in agreementwith observed
trends.
In contrastwith t]~eSH, the NH troposphericcirculation responseinvolves an equatorwardjet shift, an
enhancedAleutian Low, and a negative sea-levelpressureanomalyover thePlIctic. The responsein the Aleutian Low and the j\rcti,c SLP agree in sign, but not in
magnitude,with fe:centobservedtrends. In particular,
the observationsshowa much larger negative trend in
Arctic SLP thanis seenin the simulations. We are currentl:)'exploring the fa<:torsthat underlie this discrepancy.
3. Continuing studies v,ith the R15 Coupled Model
The speedof the J.~15
coupled model hasallowed
a wide range of ret::entstudies with this model. These
studi,~shavefocusedon both radiatively forced climate
chani~eand internal variability of the coupled ocean-atmospheresystem.~;om(~
examplesof recentstudiesare
highlighted belov.'.
a. Large ensemblt~of climatechange simulations
Dixon and Lanzante (1999) have recently conducted a nine member ell1sembleof greenhouse gas plus
sulphate aerosol experiments covering the period 1765
to 2065. The study found a relatively small sensitivity
of sin!1ulatedsurfac(~air temperature to the year in which
the model integration started (1765, 1865, or 1915). This
resull provided the J~atio]!1ale
for starting the R30 experiment:~ at year 1865. Th(~ensemble of experiments was
also used to assess uncertainties in various aspects of
clima,te change, including global mean temperature respon~;eand the thermohaline circulation (THC). The
mechanisms responsible for the simulated weakening of
the THC were furthl~r iw..estigated in Dixon et al. (1999)
who ~;howedthat enhanc:edatmospheric water flux convergence was the primary factor leading to a reduction
of tht: simulated THC. J\dditional analyses are also being conducted on the hydrologic cycle and its response
to grt:enhouse warnling, with emphasis on the near-surface c:ontinental clirnate (Wetherald and Manabe, 1999).

b. Seaice and climate c,'zange
Vinnikov et :il. (1999) compared the simulated
decreaseof Arctic sl~aiCi~in the GFDLRl5 modelto the
observeddecrease.'TheI:esults(Fig. 2, page 20) demonstrate a remarkable agrc~ement
between simulated and
observed trends. Furthc~r,they demonstrated that the
observeddecreasein se:lice extent is outside the range
of internal variabililty of the model. Additional analyses
using the R30 mod,elprovide generally similar results.
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Analyses are ongoing to assessSouthernHemisphere
seaice changes,as well as changesin snowcover.
c. Multidecadal variability
Delworth and Mann (2000) have recently comparedthe simulatedmultidecadalvariability in the North
Atlantic of the R 15 coupled modelto a new multiproxy
reconstructionof climate over the lastseveralcenturies.
In both the model and proxy reconstructionsthe spectrum of climate variability has a clear peak on the
multidecadal time scale (approximately 60-80 years).
The simulated variability involves fluctuations in the
North Atlantic THC. A comparisonof the spatialstructures betweenthe model and the observationsreveals
relatively good agreementin the North Atlantic sector.
Preliminary analyseswith the R30 coupled model indicate that similar variability exists in the higher resolution model. Such detailed comparisonsof model and
proxy data offer a promising pathway for increasingour
understandingof decadalto centennialscalevariability.
Delworth and Greatbatch(2000)havealsousedthe Rl5
modelto demonstratethat suchmultidecadalvariability
of the THC is partially attributableto stochasticforcing
of the oceanthrough the surfaceheatflux.
d. Extreme event in a J2,000 year coupled run
A control integration of one version of the R 15
coupled model now has been extended beyond 12,000
years, thereby offering insights into centennial to
millennial scales of variability. In this extended run a
highly anomalous event occurs in the high latitudes of
the North Atlantic at approximately model year 3100. A
large pulse of fresh water, originating in the Arctic, moves
southward through the Fram Strait into the North Atlantic. This fresh water pulse is accompanied by reduced
oceanic convection and cold surface air temperature (annual mean anomalies of -4 K, corresponding to 6 standard deviations below the mean). This event appears to
be an extremely high amplitude realization of a prominent mode of internal variability of the coupled system
(Del worth et al., 1997). Investigations of the dynamics
of this variability are ongoing.

4. Simulation of the Ice Age -implications for climate sensitivity
A major source of uncertainty in climate model
projections of future climate involves the sensitivity of
theclimate systemto radiativeforcing. Oneway to evaluatethe realismof a model'sclimate sensitivityis to simulate climatesof the distantpastwhere sufficientevidence
exists to estimatethe changesin climate forcing and response.In pursuit of this goal, Broccoli (2000) used a
atmosphere-mixedlayer ocean model, whose atmos-
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pheric componentis nearly identicalto the.oneemployed
in the R30 coupled mod,el,to examine the changes in
tropical climate indillced by the relatively well-documentedchangesin raljiati'veforcing thatoccurred21,000
yearsaigoduring the last !~lacialmaximum. At this time,
contiru~ntalice sheetsw,ere greatly expanded, atmospheric CO2wasredu(~ed
by approximately25%, and sea
level vIlasmore than 100 m lower. When incorporated
into th,eclimate model,thesechangesproduceda mean
coolinJ~of 2 K for the re~:ionfrom 3005to 300N.
Comparisonof' this simulatedcooling with a variety of Ipaleodataindil~ates;
that the overall tropical cooling is c:omparableto paleoceanographic
reconstructions
based on alkenonesand speciesabundancesof planktonic rl1icroorganisms,but smaller than the cooling inferred from noble gasesin aquifers,pollen, snow line
depression,and the isotopic composition of corals. The
paucit~{of paleoclimlaticevidence for tropical cooling
smallerthan that simlliated by the model suggeststhat it
is unlil,ely thatthe modelexaggeratesthe actualclimate
sensitivity in the tro;pics.A more definitive evaluation
of the realism of tht: trolpical sensitivity of the model
must await the resolution of the differences in the magnitude of tropical coolin!~reconstructedfrom the various pa1eoclimaticproxie~:.
5. Futulre plans
A major reorganizationof the modeldevelopment
activit:r is underway at GFDL. The new modelling system will consistof both a software infrastructure that is
sharedacrossmodel~;anclspecific models that are constructedon top of this infr,astructure,
including fully coupledclimatemodels.'Thelatestversionof GFDL's Modular Oc~~an
Model willI be incorporatedinto this system
along Iwith new land and ~;ea-icemodels underdevelopment.Two distinct atmosphericdynamicalcoresare included in the current realization of this system: a gridpoint modelon the B..grid,anda standardspectralmodel
with the option of grid advectionof water vapour and
other tracers.A vari(~tyof improvementsto the atmospheric physicsare underactive development,including
a new radiative transfer code, boundary layer
paraml~terisations,
cl~nvectiveclosures and cloud prediction schemeswith prognosticcloud water. The hope
is that this newstructurewill reducethe time requiredto
developnewcoupled moldels,easethe transition to new
compulterarchitectures,provide for more integratedresearchactivities witl.1intihelab, and foster more extensive e;(tramuralcollaborations. Researchon seasonalto-interannualforec~lstingand on the circulation of the
middl(~atmosphere,'whichare currently conductedwith
models that are distinct in many different ways from the
climate model, will be using the samemodelling system
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and sharing most physics moduleswith future climate
models.
The developmentof a newclimate model for use
in long control integrations, global warming scenario
generation,andpaleoclimaticstudiesis currentlyfocused
on a T42 resolution spectralatmospherecoupled to an
oceanmodel with 2°horizontal resolution,except in the
tropics where finer resolution is retained to provide a
betterENSOsimulation.An ice modelwith viscous-plastic rheology will also be incorporated.A 1° version of
the ocean model is also undergoing initial testing. At
present,the oceanic,land,andice componentsare closer
to beingfinalized thantheatmosphericcomponent.Plans
also involve using both grid and spectralatmospheric
models, at resolutions of TIO6 and higher, coupled to
mixed layers or with fixed SSTs(or SSTsgeneratedin
lower resolutioncoupledmodelglobalwarming scenario
studies)to evaluatehow alternativeatmosphericphysical packagesaffect climate sensitivityand regionalclimate change.
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Fig. 2: The composite difference of seasonally averaged (a) 850hPa wind (unit ve,ctor==2.5ms-J)
and (b) precipitation anomalies (mm day-J)for years of above normal all-India rainfall versus years of below normal all-India
rainfall (seeFig. 1). (c) Thefourth mode of variability extractedfrom an empirical orthogonal function analysis of
seasonal anomalies of 850hPa wind. The magnitude of the wind anomalies is th,~,oroduct of the principal component time series and the components of the wind. Typical variations of this mOG'ea1'e1-2ms-i. (d) precipitation
anomalies (mm day-1) constructedfrom the difference of composites based on years when the principal component
time series of mode 4 was of above normal versus below normal using +/-0.5 stGrndard'deviations thresholds.
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Fig. 3: (a) The third mode of variability extractedfrom an empirical orthogonal,fimction analysis of daily anomalies of 850hPa wind. Typical variations of this mode are 2-4ms'!. (b ) precipitation ai'lolrUuies(mm day'!) constructed
from the difference of composites based on days when the principal componenj~IJf mode 3 was of above normal
versus below normal using +/-1 standard deviations thresholds. (c) Observed daily aU-India rainfall (filled curve,
expressedas a percentage of normal) and the principal component time series oJrJnodt!3 (red line) for 1987. Both
time series have been smoothed with a 5-day running mean. (d) Pr.?bability distJ.;,~utionfunctions of the principal
component time series of mode 3for all years (black line), years of above normal all-India rainfall (green line) and
below normal all-India rainfall (red line). The years of above normal and below normalrall-India rainfall are given
in Fif{. 1.
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Plate 2: Figures from Delworth et al. (seepage 15)
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Fig. 1.. Time series of observed (heavy black line) and simulated (various thin colorl~d lil'les) global mean surface
temperature over the period 1865 to 2040 (1997 for the observations), The simulatt~Q'lines are from 5 independent
realizations of the GFDL R30 coupled model forced with estimates ofob.\'ervedgreenho'useIrases and sulfate aerosols
until 1990, and projections thereafte1: The model output is sampled onlY.for those locat,ions,and times at which observational data exist. For both model and observations, surface air tempt~ratureis used over the continents, while sea
surface temperature is used over the oceans, The observed data are a combination OJ!"
the Jones (1994) surface air
temperature data and the Parker et al. (1995) sea surface temperature, updated throjj!gh 1997, Anomalies are plotted
relative to the 1880-1920 meanfor both the model and observations.

Fig. 2: ObserVedand simulatedtime series of Northern Hemisphereseaice extentand sno\vcover(after Vinnikovet
al.,1999).
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